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COMMENTS ON SOME COMMONLY-HELD RESERVATIONS
ABOUT PSYCHODRAMA

Howard Blatner, M.D.

Stanford University School of Medicine

Professionals in the fields of psychiatry and related fields have been
utilizing many new approaches to psychotherapy but they have had some
reservations concerning the use of psychodramatic and action methods. In
this paper, ten of the frequently expressed objections will be presented and
commented on.

The first reservation about Psychodrama arises from the meaning of the
use of action in therapy: is enactment equivalent to "acting out?" "Acting
out" is generally conceptualized as an antitherapeutic discharge of neurotic
tensions through behavior which repeats an unconscious psychic situation;
one acts out instead of remembering fully with the appropriate attending
emotions. Some people, however, may erroneously infer that the "remember
ing" must be verbalized instead of enacted, as the former seems to involve
the "conscious" ego. The issue, though, is not verbalization vs. enactment,
but whether or not the remembering is complete and done within a thera
peutic framework. Thus, Psychodrama is not equivalent to acting out because
the enactment takes place within the self-observing context of individual or
group therapy. The "acting" occurs in the therapy and would better be called
"acting-in." This method is analogous to verbal free-association: both are
forms of "regression in the service of the ego." The unconscious and pre-
conscious material can be brought into awareness and examined by therapist
and patient. Furthermore, there is a mutual and voluntary control of be
havior and awilling submission to the limits of time and reality. The enact
ment has the further advantage of focusing on multiple sensory modalities,
as well as the spheres of intuition and feeling; yet the drama remains subject
to the observing and analyzing functions of the ego.

The fear that enactment may lead to loss of control is based on a subtle
norm of our culture which distrusts action and affect. In this society, enact
ment has the connotation of the "artificial;" it is associated with the theater,
thus perceived as being somewhat frivolous and "unreal." The verbally-
oriented psychotherapies of Freud, etc., were generated in acontext that held
these anti-dramatic values. Excitement and movement have been thought of
as being part of a more childish and primitive area of life, an area which
seemed to be the opposite of the cognitive and verbal spheres. The association
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pf action in therapy with a more impulsive and infantile mode of thought
[and behavior is thus based on a group of questionable assumptions,
pi- Considering the intensity of the catharsis or the expression of conflict
which can occur in psychodrama, the second criticism is raised: will the
^overwhelming" anxiety precipitate psychosis or violent behavior? Although
this will have to be researched statistically, there is no reason to expect that
ivftshould. The experience of anxiety occurring in any form of psychotherapy
Is subject to the context of the therapy and the individual's "social field."
f the experience is associated with a sense of abandonment or a sense that

gthers also fear that he. may lose control, the anxiety becomes magnified,
the psychodrama, support arises from the presence of the group and the

confidence and skill of the therapist. In this context, the idea of avoiding
gpsetting a patient is antitherapeutic. As in verbal therapies, the problem

not whether to generate anxiety, but rather how to structure this essential
rpcess in therapy: The channelling of anxiety is done through the use of
iroper timing and the maintenance of some effective coping strategies which
^available as alternatives to the old patterns that must be renounced. The

resence of the group lends further support to the protagonist, for it com
municates to him that others will stay with him in his desperations. A
hesive and confident group can also be reassuring to the protagonist who

ears loss of control. The phenomena of action and emotion are thus chan
ged to become strengths rather than liabilities in therapy.
|;The third objection to Psychodrama is that it seems too unnatural; that
|as a form of therapy it is quite different from what patients and some
.erapists may expect from a "medical model." What may not be realized
'that all therapies are to some extent different in the nature of their context
m the harsh and shallow everyday experience of the patient. Yet, one way
^iewing psychotherapy is that it helps the patient re-experience his life
j|;l interactions in a new light. If we consider the verbal and content-
iented dialogue as one context, then the use of self-examined enactments
ay be considered another. These contexts could then be thought of as two

erent media; the world of verbal interchange is more familiar to most
iple, but involvement in the media of action methods opens new worlds
experience. As Marshall McLuhan suggests, "The hybrid or the meeting
two media is a moment of truth and revelation from which new form is

m. For the parallel between two media holds us on the frontiers between
Hgs that snap us out of the Narcissus-narcosis. The moment of meeting
giedia is a moment of freedom and release from the ordinary trance im-
ed by them on our senses." When an individual uses action methods,
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however "unnatural" they may seem at first, he begins to see into the rich
ness of the world of action, emotion, and imagination.

Indeed, it is surprising that the common form of psychotherapy seems
so natural. The image of help arising from two people conversing in a quiet
room fits many recent individual-centered norms in our society, but it is not
similar to any cross-cultural "archetype" of therapy I It may be that since
real lack of empirical or solid theoretical justification for any form of psycho
therapy exists, and since there is aconservative tendency to follow the med-
ical maxim of "Primum non nocere," (First, do no harm."), therapists often
retreat to the least active form of therapy that is compatible with a medical
model.

The needs of the therapists are perhaps reflected in the choice of a
passive, conversational, and non-directive model whose roots he in a re
spectable "scientific" origin of the Psychoanalytic tradition. The patient:
must give some validation to this overtly "medical" approach, for it is no
too different (at first) from their expectations of their other doctors. Thes
are only a few of the factors which have contributed to the norm of what i
"natural" in psychotherapy in this culture.

In the light of these norms, some people might expect that it is difficul
to participate in psychodrama; either in entering the enactments or takiii
assigned roles. Those who observe psychodrama for the first time are ofte
impressed with how readily participants step into action and become quick!
involved. Of course, the smoothness of this process will also depend on tb
adequacy of the warm-up and the skill of the director. Afterwards, rath*
than feeling that they have done something "different," participants repoi
that their experience had been simply recreated, without having been sul
jected to any sense of artificiality. ... A further criticism is that Psych,
drama is "directive," implying by this that the therapist uses "tricky ted
niques" in an authoritarian effort to manipulate the patient's statements, j
that they will fit into some preconceived theoretical bias. In answer, it shou
be noted that to be "directive," in the sense of requesting that the protagoni
try out some activity, is not at all the same as being "directive" in the sen
of imposing a focus of investigation or some interpretation on a patiei
Within the drama, there remains a great deal of flexibility in the unfoldii
of the action, and a mutuality of choice exists as to the direction of inves
gation. The well-trained therapist has trust in the protagonist's creative ab
ity to learn from the group and the enactment process itself, and will-n
have to spend time trying to get "points across" to the patient. Thus, it
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&uite possible to fully respect the protagonist's choice of what he feels ready
^to; explore in even the most structured of psychodramas.

A fifth issue questions the usefulness of applying action methods to
^clarify group process. (9) The assumption may be that a group should deal

nth all intragroup conflicts by verbal discussion, with the implication that
phis is the most "direct" way of approach. In a group with communications
^difficulties, however, each member works from a particular perceptual and
[emotional frame of reference. Often only a shared experience can provide an
object of focus to which all can relate and against which different expectan
ces and attitudes can be clarified. (7) The use of an action technique in this
:ontext can facilitate the group's verbal analysis of their conflict.

A sixth objection to the use of Psychodrama is that the use of "tech
niques" by a therapist is incompatible with an "honest and genuine relation-
gship" with the patient. The phrase it is a "gimmick" has been used by some
pities. Insofar as a therapist is not aware of his method of operating and
lis pretending not to be using techniques—or is unclear as to what they are—

len he could justifiably be called "non-genuine." Gn the other hand, if the
technique is used in an open manner, is explicit as to its nature, is time-
limited, and is related to the enactment and not the therapeutic relationship,
fthen the therapist is being neither insincere nor ambiguous,
jp Aseventh criticism of Psychodrama arises from some observers who have
pbserved the method directed by directors who have had insufficient training.
gThese observers state that the enactments were boring to the audience, awk-
|ward for the participants, and destructive of the self-esteem of the protag
onists. These criticisms relate not to Psychodrama, but to three common
pitfalls of directing described below.

If the director himself is inactive, and demands only a verbal inter
change with an occasional role-reversal, the enactment will seem physically
jand psychologically sluggish. The participants as well as the observing group
Sill feel "bogged-down." Yet the reason for this feeling of construction in
(the process may be hard to recognize: For many people in our culture do

ot realize how action, expression, and the nuances of non-verbal communi-
|cation are intrinsic to the sense of spontaneity, excitement, and involvement
in our lives. Thus, to create an effective psychodrama, the director must use
a proper "warm-up"; this involves, among other things, the use of a great

Ideal of physical movement—a concept essential to the theory of action
therapy. (5)

A second failure in technique arises from the director's assigning roles
[to the participants which are unfamiliar and/or too emotionally loaded. The
BE3
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enactment will then seem awkward, because the participants will fed em-
wS and unsure of the behavior expected of them. To avoid this, a
S-Wbdld asense of cohesion in the group, develop perm.ss.ve
director n oronerly "warm up" the participants. (5)
n0rmTh 5SJSStS^5™*» who feel that the therapeutic element
of th?PsSdPram1Arises from interpretation. As in individual or group
l?ho£C confrontations without acontext of support, or poor y-timed
LtCS2Cw to adistressing loss of self-esteem*£ *£*££

ttSZZXSZ denied *rationalize^,s,..^^
Llv ereater vulnerability to ego-deflating remarks. The therapist mus

* of suSdtS.7ti.8~l of the psyctatam towards »ds not dos.r.db,
of subtly altering u 5 . t0 increase skill-

tne ?»^Ji«t^<il55."-Id be inappropriaterffi^^^Sco. on cne personal problems of those in the role-
^rSSSk director falls into these errors of technique, it should he
nSt^SctmT^
view arses out of a_ growing "superficiality," and manj

7 /lorv is Tot aconcept which need imply "phoniness," but
SSa^-"«inV0lV6d' SPOntane°US' ^ fUUy Sdactuahzmgbeing^ (10)n ^ &̂ .^ d,
tortion of the pLgonisfs conflict, thus rendering the method invahd. Th.
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^criticism can also be directed at the verbal psychotherapies: the reconstruc
tions of past events is subject to the censorship of the patient. However, the
^introduction of action leads to a mobilization of somasthetic cues which in

Jfturn stimulate action. This immersion in the sense-memories of the pro-
Kagonist leads to his further involvement and a reduction of defensive
^maneuvers which would distort the revelation of the historical event. Indeed,
§fthe criticism of "distortion" might be less relevant to psychodrama than to

'other therapies.
if;. The last reservation about Psychodrama that will be commented upon
Is that the method awaits the validation of properly-controlled outcome
^Studies. Although this problem is relevant to other forms of psychotherapy,
Ithere is nonetheless a responsibility of serious workers in the field to continue
"to subject their activities to rigorous theoretical and empirical research.

In summary, this paper has presented an attempt to answer ten com-
Itmonly-held reservations about the use of the psychodramatic method in
Psychotherapy, The author hopes that this commentary will stimulate further
ftdialogue about the indications and applications of these different techniques.
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